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This paper reports formation enthalpies of phases in the Al-Mn-Pd ternary alloy system as cal-
culated from first principles using electronic density functional theory. We consider all crystal
structures as reported in the assessed phase diagrams of the ternary and its binary alloy subsystems
(Al-Mn, Al-Pd, and Mn-Pd), as well as additional reported or hypothetical structures. Icosahedral
and decagonal quasicrystalline approximants are among the structures that we predict to be stable,
or nearly so. Our results suggest the need for careful experimental reexamination of phase stability
in each of the alloy systems, in tandem with further efforts to refine crystallographic and ab-initio
structures.

PACS numbers: 61.44.Br, 64.60.Cn

I. INTRODUCTION

AlMnPd is one of the most studied quasicrystal form-
ing systems. It has an icosahedral phase located around
composition Al70Mn10Pd20 and a decagonal phase close
to Al70Mn20Pd10 [1]. The icosahedral phase lies close
in composition to the first-discovered quasicrystal [2],
Al86Mn14, and it can be prepared by equilibrium meth-
ods [3]. Despite that, to-date no existing structure model
passed the scrutiny of ab–initio evaluation of its stabil-
ity against competing crystal phases, thus motivating the
present study.

We match the assessed experimentally observed phases
as reported by the American Society of Metals [4] with
crystallographic structures as reported by the Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database [5]. Our goal is to identify
crystal structures for each reported phase, and to validate
this identification through first-principles total energy
calculations. Structures are identified through a com-
bination of their Pearson names, space group and other
identifiers. Phases are identified through their names,
compositions, and other pertinent information. Icosahe-
dral and decagonal quasicrystals are represented by “ap-
proximant” structures that spontaneously form during
simulations.

Our calculated formation enthalpies reveal numerous
conflicts withreports of structure and phase stability.
The origins and potential resolutions of the conflicts are
discussed. Remarkably, the only ternary structures pre-
dicted to be stable at low temperatures are large unit cell
quasicrystalline approximants.

II. METHODS

Our calculations follow methods outlined in a prior pa-
per [6]. We utilize VASP [7] to carry out first principles
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density functional theory (DFT) total energy calculations
in the PBE generalized gradient approximation [8]. We
adopt projector augmented wave potentials [9, 10] and
maintain a fixed energy cutoff of 270 eV (the default
for Mn). All calculations involving Mn considered the
possibility of spin polarization. We relax all atomic posi-
tions and lattice parameters using the Normal precision
setting, and increase our k-point densities until energies
have converged to within 1 meV/atom, then carry out a
final static calculation using the tetrahedron integration
method.

Given total energies for a variety of structures, we cal-
culate the enthalpy of formation ∆Hfor which is the en-
thalpy of the structure relative to a tie-line connecting
the ground state configurations of the pure elements [6].
Formally, for a compound of stoichiometry AlxMnyPdz
where x+ y + z = 1, we define

∆Hfor = H(AlxMnyPdz)−(xH(Al)+yH(Mn)+zH(Pd))
(1)

where all enthalpies are per atom. Vertices of the convex
hull of ∆Hfor constitute the predicted low temperature
stable structures. For structures that lie above the con-
vex hull, we calculate the instability energy ∆E as the
enthalpy relative to the convex hull.

Our structures are drawn from the ASM phase diagram
database [4] and from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database [5] (ICSD), supplemented with original publi-
cations. When presented with mutiple structure possi-
bilities, or mixed site occupancy, we examine plausible
structures and report the most energetically favorable.
We sometimes refine structures using Monte Carlo an-
nealing and relaxation subject to empirically oscillating
pair potentials [11]. Our potentials are fitted to the form

V (r) =
C1

rη1
+
C2

rη2
cos(k∗r + φ∗) (2)

with parameters as given in Table I and Fig. 1. We
also perform Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics simula-
tions supplemented with replica exchange [12] to opti-
mize quasicrystalline structures.
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C1 η1 C2 η2 k∗ φ∗
Al–Al 2497.0 9.9797 -2.1972 4.1609 3.9470 1.5270
Al–Mn 35935 15.683 3.9725 3.2700 3.1220 1.5137
Al–Pd 2052.7 10.211 5.9551 4.0744 3.0032 1.8990

Mn–Mn 1.3871×105 11.753 -1.5400 2.1493 -2.8182 0.7226
Mn–Pd 606.71 6.5741 -6.2022 3.2063 -3.0004 1.8224
Pd–Pd 16446 10.572 -1.0907 2.6558 -2.9027 0.9748

TABLE I. Fitted parameters for Al–Mn–Pd EOPP potentials.
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FIG. 1. Pair potentials as given by Eq. (2) with fitted param-
eters as in Table I.

One of our goals is to screen the experimentally as-
sessed phase diagrams for conflicts with DFT evaluations
of stability. We flag cases where the assessment claims
low temperature (LT) or room temperature (RT) stabil-
ity but DFT indicates an enthalpy lying above the convex
hull. Since we neglect entropic effects, ∆E values of order
kBT ≈ 26 meV/atom could conceivably be overcome, but
more likely the reported crystallographic structure needs
refinement, or more careful equilibration is required.

III. AL-MN-PD TERNARY ALLOY SYSTEM

To evaluate stability of a ternary alloy system we need
to examine all three of its binary subsystems, as well as
all three constituent elements.

A. Pure elements

Elemental Al and Pd each take the face centered cubic
structure (FCC, Pearson type cF4, space group Fm3̄m)
at all temperatures up to their melting points. Mn,
in contrast, takes one of the most complex elemental
structures at low temperature, α-Mn (Pearson type cI58,
space group I4̄3m), then passes through high tempera-
ture (HT) phases β-Mn (Pearson type cP20, space group
P4132) and γ-Mn (FCC) until reaching body centered

cubic δ-Mn (BCC, Pearson type cI2, space group Im3̄m).
Our calculations find that α-Mn exhibits a type of anti-
ferromagnetism, with moments of 2.6µB on the 2a site
and -1.66µB on the 8c sites. β- and γ-Mn prove at
most weakly magnetic. δ-Mn favors ferromagnetism in
its electronic ground state, although as a high temper-
ature phase, it exists only above its hypothetical Curie
point. In summary we find complete agreement between
assessed and DFT-predicted stability of the three ele-
ments.

B. Binary subsystems

1. Al-Mn

The ASM assessed phase diagram of Al1−xMnx [4, 13]
contains numerous line compounds (phases of precisely
fixed composition) with complex structures in the range
of xMn = 0.08 − 0.28. Our DFT-calculated enthalpies
of formation (See Fig. 2 and Table II) validate the low
temperature stable structures as Al12Mn as Pearson type
cI26, Al6Mn as Pearson type oC28, and Al11Mn4 as Pear-
son type aP15.

Al57Mn12.cP138 is a metastable icosahedral quasicrys-
tal approximant that can be stabilized through the addi-
tion of Si [14, 15]. Its structure is a body-centered cubic
packing of Mackay icosahedra with empty centers. The
symmetry is reduced from BCC to primitive cubic by
chemical ordering of the clusters’ third shells.

The assessed diagram lists two phases [16, 17] λ-
Al230.8Mn53.3.hP586 rt (space group P63/m) and µ-
Al226.6Mn55.hP563 (space group P63/mmc). They lie
close in composition and remain stable over an extended
temperature range, which is thermodynamically improb-
able [18]. Indeed, a more recent assessment [19] continues
the debate over the precise details of the phase diagram,
with the main points of agreement that µ is more Mn-
rich than λ and extends to higher temperature. The two
phases are related by aλ =

√
2aµ and cλ = cµ/2. All

atoms in λ and µ belong to Mn-centered 13-atom icosa-
hedral clusters, with the exception of two Al9Mn clusters
in which the Mn atoms are surrounded by tri-capped
trigonal prisms. The icosahedra have various orienta-
tions, so we do not consider these phases as quasicrystal
approximants. According to our calculations, neither is
stable in the limit of low temperature. Both structures
exhibit mixed or partial occupancy and hence should be
regarded as high temperature phases. At slightly greater
Mn concentration we have a decagonal quasicrystal ap-
proximant, Y-Al3Mn.oP156 [20]. Curiously, we find the
energetically best structure of the Y-phase occurs at a
composition close to Al4Mn.

Several solid solutions with extended composition
ranges exist beyond xMn = 0.3. The assessed
Al15Mn11.hR26, also known as Al8Mn5.hR26 [21], is a
high temperature phase up to ∼50% Mn at which point
it is assessed as stable down to low temperatures. DFT
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FIG. 2. Formation enthalpies of the Al-Mn alloy system.
Plotting symbols are: heavy circle assessed RT/LT stable;
light circle assessed HT stable; diamond assessed metastable;
square hypothetical or unassessed structure. Stable structures
on the convex hull are labeled. See Table II for details.

TABLE II. Selected enthalpies of the Al-Mn binary system.
Labels specify plotting symbols on Fig. 2. Phase names are
taken from ASM [4] or prototype. Space groups refer to ob-
served symmetries and may differ from DFT realizations due
to mixed or partian occupation. ASM stabilities are listed as
RT if they extend to lowest reported ASM temperature, HT
are high temperature only, and MS is assessed metastable.
DFT energies (meV/atom) are formatio enthalpy ∆H and
stability relative to competing phases ∆E. Bolded stability
and ∆E indicate conflicts between DFT and assessed stabil-
ity. Bolded phase names indicate a DFT predicted stable
structures.
Label Phase Pearson Space ASM DFT

name symbol group stability xMn ∆H ∆E
1 Al12Mn cI26 Im3̄ RT 7.7 -98 -6
2 Al6Mn oC28 Cmcm RT 14.3 -171 -13
3 Al57Mn12 cP138 Pm3̄ NA 17.4 -182 14
4 λ-Al4Mn hP568 P63/m RT 19.0 -192 17
5 µ-Al4Mn hP563 P63/mmc RT 19.6 -198 17
6 Y-Al3Mn oP156 Pna21 NA 20.5 -204 18
7 ν-Al11Mn4 aP15 P1̄ RT 26.7 -272 -33
8 Al8Mn5 hR26 R3m RT 50.0 -194 62
τ AlMn tP2 P4/mmm MS 50.0 -256 -2
τ MoSi2 tI6 I4/mmm NA 66.7 -240 -24
25 ε-Al55Mn45 hP2 P63/mmc HT 50.0 -144 112
17 δ-Al45Mn55 cI2 Im3̄m HT 50.0 -211 45
11 β-Mn cP20 P4132 RT 80.0 -86 79
14 α-Mn cI58 I4̄3m NA 82.8 -150 -2

shows it could be HT stable but not LT, at least not with
the site occupancy as indicated by experiment [22].

We find instead that a tP2 structure, assessed to be
metastable, seems to be the true LT structure, with fer-
romagnetic order and c/a > 1. We also predict LT
stability of an AlMn2.tI6 phase based on the prototype
MoSi2. This prototype is prevalent among Al-rich inter-
metallics [23] but has not been reported experimetally in

Al-Mn, likely due to the metastability of the high tem-
perature solid solution phases. The tP2 structure evolves
continuously into tP6 through a sequence of layered
structures alternating Al and Mn planes that we collec-
tively label τ . Our DFT calculations show that the end-
points are LT stable, while the intermediate structures lie
within 12 meV or less of the convex hull. AlMn.tP2 has
magnetic moments of 2.3µB/Mn atom, while AlMn2.tI6
is predicted to be nonmagnetic.

The highest temperature Mn phase, δ-Mn.cI2 extends
in the assessed diagram from 40-100% Mn, but is inter-
rupted by an hP2 structure in the range 55-75% Mn.
Meanwhile, the HT β-Mn.cP20 phase extends at inter-
mediate temperatures from 60-100% Mn, but becomes
RT stable around 80% Mn. However, cP20 lies signifi-
cantly above the convex hull over the entire composition
range. Rather, the α-Mn.cI58 phase meets the convex
hull if we substitute Al on the 2a site, the 8c site, or
both. Presumably the β-Mn.cP20 variant is entropically
stabilized at high temperatures and remains metastable
down to low temperatures, preventing the observation of
the more stable α variant.

We examined stability of the hP2 phase (not shown)
and found that it lies strictly above cI2 for 50-85%Mn but
falls below it in the limit of high Mn content. This be-
havior does not reproduce the experimental observation
and likely shows the need for more rigorous approach to
the ab-initio study of high temperature phases through
inclusion of vibrational entropy, chemical substitution, or
vacancies [12, 24].

2. Al-Pd

The Al-rich region of the assessed diagram [4, 25] re-
ports a hexagonal RT stable phase, Al4Pd, of known
lattice parameters but unknown structure. DFT finds
the prototype Al4Pt.hP102 is predicted nearly stable
(∆E = 9 meV/atom) in a realization with 90 atoms,
and it matches the experimental lattice parameters. The
vacancies occur in mutually exclusive pairs of Al sites
confined within channels, similar to those found in other
transition metal aluminides [26], and these can provide a
source entropy that might stabilize the structure at ele-
vated temperatures.

With increasing Pd concentration, the assessed di-
agram lists an orthorhombic HT stable Al3Pd phase
with known lattice constants but unknown structure.
We checked a reported 16 Å periodic decagonal struc-
ture [27], ξ′, with similar lattice constants and found it to
be unstable by just ∆E = 23 meV/atom. That is suffi-
ciently close to the convex hull that it could be stabilized
by the entropy of mixed and partial occupation.

We also tested the stability of the reported metastable
crystal structure Al2Pd.cF12 and find it to be unstable
by ∆E = 39 meV/atom. δ-Al3Pd2.hP5 is LT according
to both the assessed diagram and DFT. The assessed
diagram lists two Al21Pd8 phases, one is orthorhombic
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FIG. 3. Formation enthalpies of the Al-Pd alloy system. Plot-
ting symbols as in Fig. 2

TABLE III. Selected enthalpies of the Al-Pd binary system.
Labels specify plotting symbols on Fig. 3. Other details as in
Table II.

Label Phase Pearson Space ASM DFT
name symbol group stability xPd ∆H ∆E

1 λ-Al4Pd hP102 P3c1 RT 25.0 -389 9
2 ξ′-Al3Pd oP300 Pna21 HT 25.3 -481 23
3 Al21Pd8 tI116 I41/a RT 27.6 -549 -16
4 Al2Pd cF12 Fm3̄m MS 33.3 -611 39
5 δ-Al3Pd2 hP5 P3̄m1 RT 40.0 -766 -21
6 µ-AlPd cP8 P213 RT 50.0 -904 -9
7 AlPd cP2 Pm3̄m HT 50.0 -867 37
8 β-AlPd hR26 R3̄ RT 50.0 -895 9
9 ν-Al3Pd5 oP16 Pbam HT 62.5 -841 -1
10 ρ-AlPd2 oP12 Pnma RT 66.7 -820 -32
11 Ga2Pd5 oP28 Pnma RT 71.4 -725 -10
10 AlPd5 oP24 Pnma RT 83.3 -453 -30

and is HT stable but no structure is given; the other is LT
stable with structure tI116. DFT confirms LT stability
of tI116.

One phase diagram [25] lists a single HT phase from
45-55% Pd, while another [28] lists the same HT phase,
plus two RT phases that are listed without offering struc-
tures. Other references [29, 30] list AlPd.cP8 (Al-rich)
and AlPd.hR26. DFT finds stoichiometric AlPd.cP8 to
be stable and AlPd.cP2 and β-AlPd.hR26 to be poten-
tially HT. Curiously, all three AlPd phases are canonical
cell tilings (CCT [31]) in which Al atoms occupy even
nodes, and Mn occupy odd nodes. β- and µ- are ABC
tilings, while the cP2 structure is a pure A tiling.

At 62-72% Mn, the assessed diagram claims ν-
Al3Pd5.oP16 is HT but DFT predicts it to be LT stable.
DFT confirms stability of ρ-AlPd2.oP12. The RT Al2Pd5

phase has no assessed structure, but DFT predicts pro-
totype Ga2Pd5.oP28 to be stable. Finally, Pd.cF4 exists
as a solid solution from 80-100% Pd.
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FIG. 4. Formation enthalpies of the Mn-Pd alloy system.
Plotting symbols as in Fig. 2

TABLE IV. Selected enthalpies of the Mn-Pd binary system.
Labels specify plotting symbols on Fig. 4. Other details as in
Table II.
Label Phase Pearson Space ASM DFT

name symbol group stability xPd ∆H ∆E
1 MnPd tP4 P4/mmm RT 50.0 -303 -12
2 MnPd cP2 Pm3̄m HT 50.0 -176 127
3 Mn3Pd5 oC16 Cmmm RT 62.5 -238 35
4 Mn11Pd21 tP32 P4/mmm ?? 65.6 -219 42
5 MnPd2 oP12 Pnma ?? 66.7 -237 21
6 MnPd3 cP4 Pm3̄m HT 75.0 -225 -8
7 Al3Zr tI16 I4/mmm RT 75.0 -217 8
8 Pd cF4 Fm3̄m RT 75.0 -176 49

3. Mn-Pd

The Mn-Pd phase diagram [4, 32] is dominated by four
phases with broad composition ranges. Generically, such
phases should either exist only at high temperatures,
or else they should narrow to a single specific composi-
tion at low temperature. This is because either chemical
substitution or vacancies are required to create a com-
position range, and these would create entropy in the
limit T → 0K, violating the third law of thermodynam-
ics [18, 33].

Around 50% Pd the assessed diagram shows a low tem-
perature phase MnPd.tP2. DFT verifies this structure to
be stable but with with antiferromagnetic order creating
a
√

2 ×
√

2 cell, hence the Pearson type tP4. There is
also a HT phase MnPd.cP2; DFT finds this phase to be
unstable by ∆E = 145 meV/atom suggesting possible
metastability. The assessed diagram lists Mn3Pd5.oC16
as RT, but DFT predicts it to be unstable by ∆E = 27
meV/atom suggesting possible entropic stabilization at
HT. ASM also lists a stable Mn-rich variant of Mn3Pd5

with unknown structure.
At 75% Pd, ASM lists two different MnPd3 phases as

stable: one at the low Pd limit of an FCC solid solution,
and also one with prototype Al3Zr.tI16 [34]. We predict
both to be unstable or HT. Finally, the assessed diagram
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shows the FCC solid solution as RT over the range 75-
100% Pd. DFT instead predicts a sequence of optimized
tetragonal structures at greater Pd % that lie on or near
the convex hull. At the low Pd limit, MnPd3, ASM lists
cP4 at HT, but DFT predicts it to be stable.

C. Ternary Al-Mn-Pd
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Pd alloy system. Plotting symbols as in Fig. 2

In contrast to the complexity of the binaries, the re-
ported ternary phase diagram is relatively simple. Its
dominant feature is a broad composition range of cubic
Al2(Mn,Pd) extending from AlMn up to AlPd. Accord-

ing to our DFT calculations, this phase does not remain
stable at low temperatures. Instead, the AlMn.cI2 binary
is a disordered high temperature BCC solid solution, and
AlPd.cP2 is also a high temperature phase. We also con-
firm the HT solubility of Mn replacing Pd in the Al21Pd8

structure. The convex hull of our calculated enthalpies
is shown in Fig. 5, along with a close-up of the Al-rich
quasicrystal-forming region.

We find that T-Al3(MnPd).oP156, a 12 Å periodic
decagonal approximant, is stable in the vicinity of the ob-
served Al-Mn-rich decagonal quasicrystal phase. Indeed,
our structure can be recognized as a decagonal quasicrys-
tal approximant. As in the case of its binary counterpart,
we find the optimal composition is close to Al4(Mn,Pd).
A closely related R-phase (not shown) is nearly degener-
ate. Electron microscopy images of the decagonal phase
reveal ∼20 Å decagonal clusters [35] that are too large
to be observed in our T- and R-phases, which consist of
alternative arrangements of hexagon-shaped tiles.

On the Al-Pd-rich side, we find a stable oP168 struc-
ture, and coexistence of the icosahedral and 16 Å-periodic
decagonal quasicrystals and their approximants. The
stable oP168 structure is derived from Sugiyama’s qua-
ternary AlMnPdSi.oP168 phase [36] by Si→Al substi-
tution. At the first glance, this structure looks like a
peculiar decagonal relative of the 16 Å decagonal qua-
sicrystal family: viewed down the 24 Å-periodic b axis,
it reveals pentagonal motifs. The ∼24 Å period is a
6-fold multiple of the 4 Å periodity characteristic of
decagonal Al–TM quasicrystals, and its other lattice pa-
rameters relate to the 16 Å–decagonal approximant ξ′

as c=7.6 Å∼ cξ′/τ and a=14.4∼ τcξ′ . Here, τ denotes

golden mean (1+
√

5)/2. Closer inspection reveals that
the structure contains no icosahedra, but rather Al9Pd,
Al10Pd and Al10Mn clusters, of which none possesses a
second shell with a clear pentagonal or icosahedral sig-
nature. Thus the most natural relatives of this structure
are the binary Al4Pd or Al21Pd8 structures.

“Pseudo-Mackay” (pMI ) clusters are a fundamental
motif of the 16 Å-decagonal and icosahedral families.
They are composed of inner-shell Al9Mn or Al10Mn clus-
ters, and an outer shell containing a large (Mn,Pd) icosa-
hedron with an a5 ∼4.56 Å 5–fold radius, and 30 Al
atoms about half-way between pairs of nearby transition-
metal atoms, as in Fig.6a,b. The decagonal family is
represented by two nearly stable approximants: ξ′ some-
times also denoted ε6, and a larger, 400 atom/cell ap-
proximant denoted ε16. The ξ′ phase can be grown as
a single crystal [37]. Its diffraction–refined structure
contains unresolved fractional occupancy related to the
secondary pMI structure of the pMI inner-core shells.
The secondary structure was established by ab − initio
methods [38], and the whole 16 Å-decagonal family was
described as a decorated Hexagon-Boat-Star tiling [39].
The ε16 approximant is the lowest energy large approx-
imant that fairly represents the metastable decagonal
quasicrystal phase.

We model icosahedral phase structures in two ways.
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TABLE V. Selected enthalpies of the Al-Mn-Pd ternary system. Labels specify plotting symbols on Fig. 5. ST indicates stable
at 840C. Other details as in Table II.

Label Phase Pearson Space ASM DFT
name symbol group stability xMn xPd ∆H ∆E

1 T-Al3(MnPd) oP156 Pnma ST 15.4 5.1 -285 -11.5
2 Al-Mn-Pd-Si oP168 Pnma NA 4.8 19.0 -438 -2.5
4 i-1/1 2x2x2 oP240 Pbcm NA 6.7 20.0 -463 10.5
4 i-2/1 aP128 F5̄32 NA 7.0 21.1 -493 3.3
3 i-3/2 aP552 F5̄32 ST 7.2 22.5 -523 -2.7
5 i-5/3 aP2338 F5̄32 NA 7.5 22.5 -521 3.9
6 ε16 aP399 P105/mmc NA 4.0 22.1 -483 2.4
7 ξ′ oP308 Pnma NA 3.9 22.4 -489 1.8
8 Al21Pd8 tI116 I41/a ST 1.7 25.9 -531 1.9
9 Al2MnPd cP2 Pm3̄m ST 25.0 25.0 -539 41
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FIG. 6. Mn-centered clusters: (a) inner Al9/10Mn and (b) outer Mackay shell; (c) Al12Pd cluster; (d) 4A thick slice normal to

(pseudo) 5-fold axis through 2338-atom ”5/3” approximant with pseudo-Mackay clusters outlined in red circles. A 7.8 Å tiling
is shown connecting Al12Pd clusters along 2–fold linkages.

First, as a decoration of the canonical-cell tiling with
2–fold linkage length b = 2τa5/

√
τ + 2 ∼7.76 Å, plac-

ing Mn-centred pMI clusters at even tiling vertices and
Al12Pd icosahedra (I-clusters) at odd vertices. Second,
as structures that form spontaneously in our atomistic
simulations. We label the approximants with a ratio of
successive Fibonacci numbers Fn+1/Fn, with 128 atoms
for “2/1” up to 552 for “3/2”, and 2338 for “5/3”. Our
naming convention is drawn from the definition of Hen-
ley’s canonical cells designed for packing icosahedral clus-
ters [31]. The 2x2x2 supercell of the i-1/1 approximant is
a decoration of the pure A-cell tiling, inspired by Al11Ir4
phase modelling [40], and it is the only deterministic,
regular structure among our icosahedral approximants.
The 2/1 approximant is a decoration of the cubic ABC
tiling with four pMI and four I-clusters per unit cell, with
its secondary structure – correlations in orientation and
variations of the inner-core Al10Mn or Al9Mn clusters in-

side the pMI – optimized through simulation at T=500K.
The two large approximants 3/2 and 5/3 are chemically
disordered structures that spontaneously form at high
temperatures in the simulations.

The resulting 3/2 and 5/3 approximant structures
prove that the Mn-centred pMI and I clusters (Fig.6a-c)
are the two fundamental building blocks. In the figure,
panel (d) shows a spontaneously formed tiling with icosa-
hedra connected along 2–fold linkages; pMI clusters with
Al9Mn or Al10Mn inner cores are outlined as red circles.
Note that, occasionally, four I clusters form skinny rhom-
bus tile, with short body diagonal distance b/τ ∼ 4.80 Å:
such cluster–cluster distance is forbidden in CCT. Also,
analysis of the 3/2 and 5/3 approximants reveals that
I-clusters are more prevalent than pMI . While the total
number of clusters nearly matches the expected number
of CCT nodes, the frequency ratio of the two clusters
is about τ :1 in favor of Al12Pd I-clusters, instead of 1:1
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as in a CCT–based model. The 2x2x2–3/2 approximant
crystal in the quaternary AlPd(CrFe), with around 4400
atoms in cubic cell [41] – is entirely tiled by all four kinds
of canonical cells, providing a strong argument in favor of
the CCT geometry. Thus, while our simulations produce
structures with favorable DFT enthalpies, they might not
capture more regular (lower entropy, but also lower en-
ergy) realizations of the quasicrystal structure.

For comparison, we re-computed total energies of other
icosahedral phase models. The Elser’s [42] model and Zi-
jlstra’s [43] revision of it (both in 65-atom primitive cells
at the same composition) are at +45 and +18 meV/atom
respectively. Elser’s model shares the same building
blocks and 2–fold linkages as CCT, but arranges them
on alternating Penrose tiling nodes – hence pMI and I-
clusters are linked by 5–fold τaqc ∼7.38 Å long pMI -
I linkages. The studied approximant is not sufficiently
representative, and there remain unprobed aspects of the
model that would only appear in larger approximants.

Krajci et al. [44] applied chemical ordering, inspired by
Boudard et al. [45], to the 6D Katz-Gratias (KG) atomic
structure [46]. The 544-atom “3/2 approximant” imple-
mentation of the model structure lies at +30 meV/atom
after relaxation (not shown). The CCT and 6D model
share an underlying cluster network: pMI –pMI and I–
I connect along 2–fold b-linkages, and pMI –I connect
along 3–fold b

√
3/2 linkages. Larger approximants pos-

sess short 5–fold pMI -I linkages with length aq. The
KG model contains low-coordination Al7Mn local envi-
ronments instead of Al8Mn or Al9Mn mini-clusters, half
of which are inner-cores of the pMI . Molecular dynamics
annealling at moderate temperatures lowers the energy
by up to 10 meV/atom, while introducing displacements
up to 1.6 Å. Finally, we note that the I clusters of the
KG model form inner shells of the so called “Bergman” or
“mini-Bergman” clusters. The outer dodecahedral shell
of this cluster displays chemical symmetry breaking dic-
tated by sharing atoms with nearby pMI clusters.

Our stable icosahedral 3/2 approximant has compo-
sition Al388Mn40Pd124, for a total of 552 atoms, mak-
ing it the largest known quasicrystal approximant that
is predicted to be LT stable according to DFT. As is
frequently observed in Al-rich quasicrystals, the Fermi
energy lies within a pseudogap region of the electronic
density of states. However, in contrast to the case of i-
AlCuFe [12], where EF lies very close to the pseudogap
minimum, in i-AlMnPd EF lies slightly below minimum
in the energetically optimal structure (See Fig. 7). In the
5/3 approximant, with slightly higher energy, the pseu-
dogap is less deep and further above EF , suggesting that
it might be possible to further reduce the energy through
chemical substitution.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have surveyed the stability of most reported struc-
tures in the Al-Mn-Pd alloy system and its three binary
subsystems. Although we find agreement between calcu-
lated formation enthalpies and experimentally assessed
phase diagrams in the majority of cases, we find con-
flicts in roughly 1/3 of binary phases. In the case of
the ternary, no reported crystal structure is predicted
to be stable, while large quasicrustalline approximants
appear to constitute the ternary ground states. Con-
flicts between experiment and calculation can indicate a
failure of the experiments to distinguish low- and high-
temperature stability (see, e.g. Ref. [24]), and metasta-
bility.

Alternatively, the conflicts could indicate that the cal-
culated structure incorrect, possibly as the result of in-
complete optimization of mixed or partial site occupation
or lack of a suitable crystallographic refinement. Some
conflicts may be due to the lack of quantum zero-point
and finite temperature corrections. Most of the discrep-
pancies lie beyond the likely calculational errors due to
the density functional and pseudopotential approxima-
tions.

This work highlights numerous areas requiring further
experimental and theoretical investigation. Matching the
ASM-assessed phase diagrams with ICSD-reported crys-
tal structures is itself a challenge, but it allows the claims
of phase stability to be tested through first principles cal-
culation. This process provides a rich source of impor-
tant experimental and theoretical research opportunities.
Such an approach could be beneficially applied broadly
across all alloy systems.

Icosahedral approximant structures may be found on-
line at Ref. [47].
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